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4) Power -Windows to Wheels

Science links POWER 
from making glass  
windows, then boiling 
beer to connected  
Steam Pumps and  
Engines.
This impacts our 
world as people 
change from being 
farmers to working  
in steam powered 
factories.
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Without Power,
Muscles lift with limits. 

With Science we understand Power
And how to move machines and ourselves.  

4) Power  
-Windows to Wheels



Welcome to  
Tech Links of Power!
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From glass windows  
to iron train wheels.
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This is the true story  
where the sands of time or  
at least sand becomes glass. 
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Coal fuels fires.  Also,  
expensive brass objects are  

replaced by practical iron ones.
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Where heated  
water becomes steam...
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That powers a revolution.  
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There are links from the past  
to our present tech objects. 
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Let’s start our story  
- From Windows to steam  
powered Wheels - with a  

substance we can see through. 



ONE,  Blow Windows
For thousands of years, glass  

is made by melting these  
together with lots of heat. 
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Glass is made of sand, soda, 
lime and smashed glass  

pieces called cullet. 



Long ago, the Romans use pipes 
to blow glass to make lots  
of cups, bottles and bowls.
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Later, people learn to blow  
a big glass bubble and spin it.   
The flat, round, crown glass is  

cut into small shapes for windows. 
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Next, people make hot,  
huge cylinders of blown  

glass to make larger windows. 
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Today, window glass is made  
by floating on hot tin but  
that is a different story.  
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Hundreds of years ago,  
glass workers drink beer  

to keep cool.  Also, it helps the 
workers not get sick from the 

smoky fires that melt the glass. 
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What is the beer made of?
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How is the beer made and  
how does this connect to our tech today?



TWO, Brewer Boilers

Beer makers mix together,  
grain, hops, water and yeast.
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Next, the mash is boiled in  
giant copper vats called kettles. 
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Later, finished beer is  
put into glass bottles. 
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At first, the beer and glass  
bottle makers use wood as fuel. 
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In Europe, so many people burn wood, 
the forests about run out of trees. 
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Many businesses, like beer & bottle 
makers, start using coal as fuel. 
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  Where does the coal come from?
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THREE,  Coal Burns
We go back hundreds of millions  

of years ago, before the dinosaurs.  
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  This is a time of amphibians and giant  
insects called the Carboniferous Period.



Massive plants grow  
in the hot rain forests  

that cover the land. 
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When the huge plants die,  
they pile up on top of each  
other in layers called peat. 
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For “Pete’s Sake” or is  
that “Peat`s sake”, over  
time, the layers of plant  
peat get covered up with 

sand.  With heat, pressure & 
time, the peat turns into coal. 
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Much, much later, 
people find that they 

can burn the coal for fuel. 
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Miners dig deeper  
and deeper into the earth  
to get the coal and ore. 
There is a big problem!
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The mines flood with water. 
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FOUR, Steam Pumps  
Thomas Newcomen comes  

up with an idea  
to fix the flooded mines.  
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He burns coal in a beer  
brewer`s boiler to get steam.  
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Boiler

STEAM



He uses the steam to push  
a piston that moves up  

one side of the Steam Pump.
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Cold water sprays into  
the piston and makes a  
vacuum.  This pulls the  
other side up, to pump 
 water out of mines. 
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The Steam Pump uses a  
see-saw motion. The pump  

works ok but burns lots of coal.
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The steam pump sells  
pretty well.  Many mine  

owners buy them. 
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But there is a problem.  Pump  
cylinders are made out of  

expensive brass.  A cheaper  
and stronger material is needed. 
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FIVE, Iron Products
At first, Abraham Darby makes  
brass cooking pots.  Next, he  

discovers how to turn coal into cleaner 
coke.  He uses coke to fuel giant  

blast furnaces to make iron products.
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He makes lots of cooking pots  
and other things out of iron. 
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Iron pots are made that  
cook blubber into whale oil  

used to light homes.
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He also makes boilers, cylinders  
and pistons for Steam Pumps. 
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For about 50 years, Steam Pumps 
drive water out of deep mines. 
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A Steam Pump model is used  
to teach university students.  
One day the model breaks.



The broken model is given to  
the university’s repairman to  
fix.  His name is James Watt.
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SIX, Steam Power
While James Watt fixes the 
model, he notices something. 
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The Steam Pump uses only one  
cylinder for both hot and cold.  

This wastes a lot of energy.
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Aha!  Watt`s brilliant idea  
is to add another cylinder  

to separate the hot and cold. 

Watt`s new Steam Engine uses 75%  
less coal to push water out of mines.
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 His new designs cost  
3/4ths less to run & are  

four times more powerful  
than the steam pump.

James works on his design 
improvements for 10 years!
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Watt partners with Matthew 
Boulton who owns a factory  

with engineers too.

A guy named “Iron Mad”  Wilkinson  
makes accurate, iron pistons  

and cylinders for steam engines.



Boulton and Watt continue to  
improve their Steam Engines. 

The biggest “wow” moment  
happens when the back and  

forth pistons turns round wheels. 
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In their first 25 years,  
they make 500 Steam Engines.



  The turning motion is very  
useful to move machines

for businesses like  
brewers, textiles and potteries.
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Steam Engines still pump  
water out of mines.  Also, they  

pump fresh water to people who live 
in large cities for indoor plumbing.

Steam powered spinning machines.



Steam Engines power so  
many factories, they cause  
an Industrial Revolution.  
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But powerful steam engines can do more!

Steam powered weaving machines.



SEVEN, Wheels Propel
Richard Trevithick gets  

the idea to make a steam  
engine push an iron train. 
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 Paying passengers get a  
short ride on a circle track  

at his Steam Circus in London.
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Later, there is a race  
to be the world’s first  

commercial train. The place  
is in England on train tracks  

between Liverpool & Manchester. 
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1929 Rainhill Train Race



A train named 
“Rocket” win the race. 
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George Stephenson`s train named Rocket.George Stephenson`s train named Rocket.  



Next, Trains are very successful.   
Soon trains and tracks spread  
throughout England & Europe. 

7-54) Power

Km



Later, steam engine trains 
spread across the world.
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Trans-Siberian Railway is 10,000 Km long.

USA Transcontinental Trains shorten trips from  
the East to West Coast from 6 months to 6 days.



Steam also powers huge ships...
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and some of the first cars. 



8-1

Now days, other types  
of engines power our  

modern people movers: 

4)  Power

But Steam is still  
important to modern living.

jet engines

car petrol
engine

train diesel
engine
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Steam still makes our coffee,  
cooks much of our food  

and helps iron our clothes. 
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8-3

Sunshine heats water that  
turns into steam & evaporates.
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This is part of the Water Cycle.This is part of the Water Cycle.
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Steam generates most  
of the world`s electricity.

Steam turns turbines.
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This includes coal or nuclear  
power that makes the steam  

that turns the turbines  
to generate our electricity. 
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To Close,
Glass windows are once made  

by people with blow pipes. 

And lots of heat to melt the glass.
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Hot glass workers  
drink beer to keep cool. 
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Brewers make beer in  
steaming hot copper boilers. 



C-4 4)  Power

Steam Pumps use  
boilers to push water  
out of flooded mines. 



C-54) Power

Next, Boulton & Watt make Steam 
Engines which power factories. 

At this same time,  rich farm  
owners make changes that cause  

many poor farmers to lose their jobs.
Many people move to cities to work  
in the new steam powered factories.
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In the past, steam  
boilers on wheels, push 
trains around the world. 
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Today, steam, still makes  
much of our electricity.



C-8 4)  Power

Glass, beer and steam connect 
through time with Power  

from Windows to Wheels. 

Heat changes water into steam.  It  Heat changes water into steam.  It  
expands to power factories around the world.expands to power factories around the world.
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4 - POWER
Windows to Wheels VIDEO!
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Main Points
1) Pipe Widows
2) Brewer Pots

3) Peat Coal
4) Pumps

5) Iron Products
6) Steam Power

7) Wheels Propel



C-114) Power

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links with (Steam) Power  From this … to these …
i-2) This is the true story where the sands of time, or at least sand, becomes glass.
i-3) With coal fueled fires.  That help replace brass objects with iron ones.
i-4) Where heated water becomes steam   i-5) That powers a revolution.
i-6) There are links from the past to our present tech objects.
i-7) From Windows to steam powered wheels.
 Let’s start with a see-through substance.
1-1) ONE, Pipe Windows  Glass is made by melting these together with lots of heat.
1-2) The Roman blow glass on a pipe to make lots of cups, bottles and bowls.
1-3) Later, people learn to blow a big glass bubble and spin it.
The flat, round glass is cut into small shapes for windows.
1-4) Next, Hot, huge cylinders of blown glass make larger windows.
1-5) Today, glass is made by floating on hot tin , but that is a different story.
1-6) Hundreds of years ago, Glass workers drink beer to keep cool. Also, it  
 helps the workers not get sick from the smoky fires that melt the glass.
1-7) How is the beer made?
2-1) TWO, Brewer Pots Beer makers Mix these together in giant copper vats.
2-2) Next the mash is boiled 2-3) Later, finished beer is put into glass bottles.
2-4) At first, the Beer and glass bottle makers use wood as fuel.
2-5) In Europe, so many people burn wood, the forests are about to run out of trees.
2-6) Many businesses, like beer and bottle makers, start using coal as fuel.
2-7) Where does the coal come from?
3-1) THREE Peat Coal
3-2) Hundreds of millions of years ago, before the dinosaurs. Massive plants grow over the hot earth.
3-3) When the huge plants die, they pile up on top of each other in layers called peat.
3-4) For “Pete’s Sake”! Over time, the layers of plant peat get covered up with   
 sand. With heat, pressure and time, the peat turns into coal.
3-5) Much, much later, People find that they can burn the coal for fuel.
3-6) As coal miners dig deeper and deeper into the earth, there is a big problem!
3-7) The mines flood with water.
4-1) FOUR, Steam Pumps
 This guy comes up with an idea to fix the flooded mines.
4-2) He burns coal in a Beer Brewers Boiler to get steam.
4-3) He uses steam to push up one side.
4-4) The other side is linked to a piston that drives a pump to push water out of mines.
4-5) The steam Pump works with a see-saw motion. The pump works ok but burns lots of coal.
4-6) The steam pump sells pretty well. Many mine owners buy them.
4-7) But there is a problem. Pump cylinders are made out of expensive brass.  
 A cheaper and stronger material is needed.
5-1) FIVE, Iron Products  This guy Turns coal into coke and makes iron products.
5-2) He makes lots of pots and other things out of iron.
5-3) He also makes steam pump cylinders out of iron.
5-4) For about 50 years, steam pumps drive water out of deep mines.
5-5) This university has a model of the steam pump to teach students.
5-6) One day the pump model breaks.
5-7) The Broken model is given to the University’s Repairman.
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6-1) SIX, Steam Power
 While he fixes the model, he notices something.
6-2) The Steam Pump uses one cylinder for both the hot and cold cycles. 
 This wastes a lot of energy.
6-3) Aha! Watts brilliant idea is to add another cylinder to separate the hot and cold.
6-4) Watts new Steam Engine costs less to run but is more powerful  
 than the Steam Pump.
6-5) The new Steam Engines sell well.  
6-6) Bolton and Watt improve their engines.
 They make the back and forth piston turn a round wheel.  The  
 turning motion is very useful for businesses like textiles and potteries.
6-7) Steam Engines power so many factories, they cause an  
 Industrial Revolution But powerful steam engines can do more!
7-1) SEVEN, Wheels Propel
 This guy gets the idea to make a steam engine push iron train wheels.
 His first try fails as the L shapes iron rails break and the boiler leaks.
7-2) He does get his train working.
 Paying passengers get a short ride on a circle track at his Steam Circus.
7-3) Later, There is a competition to be the world’s first commercial train.  
 The race is in.  England on train tracks between these two cities.
7-4) This guy and his train named Rocket win the race.
7-5) Next, Trains are very successful. Soon trains and tracks  
 spread through out England and Europe.
7-6) Later, steam engine trains spread across continents and across the world.
7-7) Steam also powers ships and some of the first cars.
 Steam power is still important to our world too.
8-1) Nowadays, other types of engines power our modern  
 people movers: cars, trains, and planes.
8-2) Steam still makes our coffee  and Cooks Much of our food
8-3) But Steam is still powerful today too.
8-4) Steam generators make lots of the world`s electricity.
8-5) Here are examples
C-1) To Close,
 Glass windows are once made by people with blow pipes.
C-2) Hot glass workers drink beer to keep cool.
C-3) Brewers make beer in steaming hot boilers.
C-4) Steam pumps use boilers to push water out of flooded mines.
C-5) Next, Bolton and Watt make steam engines which power factories.
C-6) In the past, Steam boilers on wheels push trains around the globe.
C-7) Today, steam, still makes much of the energy for our modern world.
C-8) When we see through glass, we connect through time with  
 Power from Windows  to Wheels.
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